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ACTIVATING PUBLIC SPACE to echo a museum's message and 

provoke multiple levels of response . • In our recent work for the Amer

ican Museum of Natural History and the United States Holocaust Memo

rial Museum, we have experimented with ways to activate the total en

vironment, including pathways and transitional spaces, in service of the interpretive ex

perience and communications goals . We look for architectural and environmental 

metaphors for the key pedagogical concepts behind an exhibition, so that space tra

ditionally left neutral is given voice. This approach casts a broader informational net to 

engage the receptivities of different visitors. We feel the results are seen in people's 

sense of immersion, attention span, and enhanced memory of their experience, pro

voking them to discuss the exhibit with others and engage in activities such as reading 

more on the subject, visiting related sites, or becoming more involved with the muse

um.• AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY-THE MAMMAL HALLS 

The Lila Acheson Wallace Wing of Mammals and Their Extinct Relatives opened in May 

1994, and comprises the first third of our renovation of the Museum's renowned fossil 

collections. The renovation, to be completed in 1996, will unite the Museum's mammal 

and primitive-vertebrate holdings with its world-famous dinosaur collection in a se

quence of six light-filled halls on the building's entire top floor. • The process of plan

ning, designing, and constructing the halls entailed the rearrangement and reinterpre

tation of the collection to reflect a current approach to understanding vertebrate evo

lution-which differs greatly from the views held when the collection was last organized. 

It also aims to involve the visitor by emphasizing that scientific knowledge is not a fixed 

plateau from which to view prehistory-but a great detective game.• The Museum ex

pressed several essential goals that called for broad, strategic design responses. These 

became governing principles of our design work - and they are among the first quali

ties of the exhibition that visitors notice.• Creating a Spatial Metaphor. As Dr. Low

ell Dingus, Project Director, AMNH, describes the process, "The breakthrough in our 

thinking about these halls occurred early in the development of our plans . We were 

wrestling with how to make these halls different from all the others. Both of us had been 

around to visit many contemporary exhibits about evolutionary history, and although 

each had its distinctive and creative elements, they basically revolved around the same 

organizing principle-a walk through time. In order to break out of this mold and pro

vide our exhibition with a distinctive signature, we 'd have to come up with a different 

way of presenting the information. But how? We hit upon the idea that people are nat

urally interested in their family history, especially in a country of immigrants like the 

United States. In a very real sense, evolutionary history simply represents an extrapo

lation of one's family history, no matter what kind of organism you are. So, we decided 

to see if we could take the basic concept ACTIVATING SPACE Visitors to the new mammal halls may walk 

of a family tree and spatially expand it . .. " 
the black terrazzo path in the exhibit halls for a highlighted tour of 

evolution-activating the circulation space itself, space that has 

• This family tree, or cladogram, thus betraditionally been left neutral. Scientist Stephen Jay Gould wrote: 

came the main circulation path and al
"... They have created this new icon at gigantic scale, so that we 

can perambulate along the tree of life and absorb the new scheme 

coves, so that visitors actually walk and viscerally by walking, rather than only conceptually by reading." 
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experience a branching system as they learn about one. This was one way of activat

ing public space (circulation space) that would otherwise be neutral, harnessing it in 

support of the exhibition's message.• Linking Great Collections in an Interpretive 

Loop. The Museum was planning to redo its fourth-floor mammal halls, but it was clear 

that the nearby dinosaur halls needed updating as well; and primitive vertebrates were 

consigned to an alcove where only a fraction of the collection could be displayed. Be

cause of the longtime presence of a library on the fourth floor, there had been no thought 

that these great evolutionary stories could come into a more dynamic relationship, spa

tially and interpretively. • During masterplanning, we realized that the library, which 

needed renovation anyway, could be moved to expanded space in a new bUilding-free

ing the top floor for a truly big story of vertebrate evolution. As the Museum was already 

committEld to some renovation, we proposed adding primitive vertebrates to the pro

gram and uniting them with the dinosaurs and mammals by means of a circulation loop 

through the whole fourth floor. Next year visitors will be able to tour the world of verte

brate paleontology, from early fish to much closer ancestors, and perceive relationships 

with greater immediacy and clarity.• The Architecture as a Hidden Asset. The Muse-

ACTIVATING A DIAGRAM The scientific diagram depicts the um was aware of the dim and fusty am
nodes and branching pattern of evolutionary characteristics 

(below). It was transformed into the actual layout of the exhibit 
biance of its former fossil halls, which tend

hall, with the nodes as stations on the main path and animal fosed to make visitors feel like fossils , too. To 
sils as illustrative exhibits along the sides (opposite, lower right). 

A walking loop through the entire fourth floor was created for vis
match the new interpretation, the institu

itors to experience the full story of evolution from fish to mammals. tion wanted a new look. • As we began to 
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